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If Frank Esposito refers to you If somebody presents
as a "guy," you'd better watch something in a nice way,
out. His focus is helping people they think, 'Give me a jump
who've been taken advantage on it!"'
of in the variety of seams that
are becoming more and more Incensed by the situations
prevalent. When he refers to a j 'I he works to resolve on a
scammer, well, listen to his own daily basis, Frank says,
words. "We just took on a case "Unfortunately, half of our

where people were scammed clients are over 65 years
out of 35 million dollars by a old. That's who these guys

guy out of Ft. Lauderdale." are targeting... people who
Scammer Guard CEO Frank Esposito and are sick, the elderly. They

"We had an elderly couple who destroy them. I' ve got
got scammed by a guy and after a year and a half with clients who've spent more than $400,000 for nothing!
no resolution through police and attorneys, they came to They get threatened with lawsuits if they say they' ll
my office and we had it resolved in 20 minutes." report these companies to the authorities."

"I see it every day...doctors, attorneys, psychologists, Psychologists and experts in con games understand
professionals... people from all sorts of backgrounds how these scammers do so much damage without get 
who think they' ll never get scammed. We had a lady in ting caught. In addition to the victims fearing threats of
Texas who was told she won the Publisher's Clearing reprisal for their complaints against the domineering
house, and the guy showed her a bank check from scammers, they are also ashamed of falling for the
Bank of America for $820,000. This guy, from ruse. The elderly are especially quiet about seams
Hollywood, Florida told her she had to pay to have it they' ve been duped into.
delivered, which is a scam. She thought that nothing
would ever happen to her, but I see it every day." To utilize Scammer Guard's services, become a mem 

ber and then Frank and his staff of experts are in your
OK, so not every "guy" is bad, and some of the scam corner. "I have attorneys and a lot of sources such as
mers are female, but the key here is to be aware that the Federal Trade Commission, the Attorney General' s
there are guys and gals out there who want what you' ve office, things that we can utilize that people don't know
got and they do almost anything fraudulent to get it. about."
"With the state of our economy, seams will get more
prevalent as these guys became more desperate for "What drives me to do what I do is that I know the judi 

m oney. People are getting scammed every day." Frank' s cial process," Frank says determinedly. "Sometimes it

seen business opportunity seams, work at home seams, isn't fair. You' ve got to be able to fight. I take that posi 

exploiting the elderly, time-share seams, and a seeming tion for these people who don't think that they have a
ly endless list. He continues, "Consumers who are intel chance. We give them hope...just give it to us and we
ligent and well educated feel that they' ll never fall victim do what we do." Frank only sees these situations get 
to a scam, but the scammers are ahead of the curve ting more aggressive. "What we do is study seams," he
and they develop things that people go for when they says. "If you have us in your corner, we' ll make sure

feel very vulnerable." Frank talks about the many confi that you don't get hurt." He's one of the good guys.
dence games that smart people fall victim to in these

Be sure to check out ScammerGuard.corn for a list ofdesperate times. "Good people have families to support!
services and encouraging testimonials.
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